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PTV-42 PLUG-IN TYPE A-C. RELAY 

******************** 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS 

SU-3573-A Operating Values for Track Relay (60 Cycles - 110 V. Lpcal). 

SU-3573-B PTV-42 Power-Off Relay (115 V. - 60 Cycles, Spec. 3498 or 57. 5 
V. - 25 Cycles, Spec. 3498-A). 

SU-3573-C Operating Values for Style PTV-42 Track Relay, Spec. 3468-A (60 
· Cycles - 115 V. Local, 123-Turn Track Coil). 

SU-3573-D Operating Values for Style PTV -42 Track Relay, Spec. 3891 (25 Cycles 
- 57. 5 V. Local, 123-Turn Track Coil). 

SU-3573-E Style PTV-42 Line Relay, Spec. 3950 (25 Cycles - 57. 5V.). 

SU-3573-F Operating Values for Style PTV-42 Track Relay, Spec. 4060 (75 Cycles 
- 220 V. Local, 246-Turn Track Coil). 

SU-3573-G Style PTV-42 Power Off Relay, Spec. 4083 (75 Cycles - 220 Volts). 

SU-3573-H Operating Values for Style PTV-42 Track Relay, Spec. 4111 (25 Cycles 
- 115 V. Local, 123-Turn Track Coil). 

SU-3573-J Style PTV-42 Power Off Relay, Spec. 4138 (115 v. - 25 Cycles). 

SU-3573-K Style PSV-43 Track Relay, Spec. 4344 (60 Cycles). 

SU-3573-L Style PTV-42 Track Relay, Spec. 4166 (57. 5V. - 25 Cycles) . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The general information given in Instruction Pamphlet U-5036 on A-C. Re
lays applies to the PTV -42 relay except for the discussion of contacts. The 
following additional information applies particularly to the adjustment and test 
of this re lay. · 

I. FIELD AND VANE ASSEMBLY 

If it is necessary to remove the vane, this should be done carefully accord
ing to the following procedure. 

Remove the upper roller stop by springing its guides. Disengage the bake
Ute contact operating arms from the clips on the heel contact springs by pulling 
the arms forward at the lower ends, and remove all the bakelite bushings and 
shafts from these arms. 
________________ ro __ 
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Remove the counterweight nuts from the front of the vane assembly and looE>t:n 
the lock nuts on the trunnion screws and turn each screw out until the vane shah 
is free. On some relays, it may be found necessary to unscrew one lock nut 
completely and slide it onto the end of the vane shaft, so that it will be removed 
with the shaft. · 

To remove the vane, move the shaft toward the top of the relay, allowing 
the top corner of the vane to go backagainst the bakelitebase of the relay and the 
bottom corner of the vane to roll up and out of the bracket and field assembly. 
A piece of paper can be inserted in the air gap on each side of the vane to protect 
it from being scratched by the pole pieces during removal. The crank pins and 
bakelite contact operating arms can then be removed after the vane is out of the 
relay. On relays as manufactured prior to 1949 with a black painted cast iron 
field support bracket, it is usually more convenient to slide the vane part way out 
and remove the crank pin and contact operating arm or arms from the left side 
of the relay vane shaft {the side towardthe control field) before thevane is com
pletely withdrawn from the structure). 

If it is necessary to remove the fields from the supporting bracket, care 
must be used in reassembling to make sure that the four screws used for holding 
the control (U-shaped} field are non-magnetic bronze on the older relays with the 
black painted cast iron field support bracket. On relays having a tin plated cast 
brass field support bracket, all of the screws for holding the field cores are 
steel. The air gap should be between 0. 080 inch and 0. 085 inch. 

. . 
The pivots and trunnion bearings should be checked for excessive wear and 

should bewipedperfectly clean with a dry, lintless cloth before reassembly. In 
reassembling the vane, the reverse procedure to that for removal should be used. 
The contact operating arms and crank pins should be assembled on the vane cranks 
first. The upper corner of the vane should be started in first from the top of the 
relay and moved back through the air gap against the bakelite base of the relay. 
Then roll the lower part of the vane together with the shaft and operating arms 
down through the opening in the bracket into normal position. At least one of the 
trunnion screw lock nuts should be started on the trunnion screws in advance, 
but it may be found necessary to slide the other nut on one ~nd of the vane shaft 
in order to bring it into position. Care must be used in tightening the trunnion 
screws so as not to damage the pivots. These screws should be adjusted so as 
to center the vane in the air gap and to provide 0. 010" to 0. 016" end play of the 
vane shaft and then should be locked in position with the lock nuts. 

The stroke of the vane is approximately 37°, divided approximately 19. 5° 
down and 17. 5° up from the horizontal position of the vane centerline. In either 
extreme position of the vane permitted by the roller stops, the buffer clips on 
the vane must not come closer than 1/8 inch to any part of the core to insure 
against any possibility_ of these clips ever becoming wedged in the air gap. 

A check should be made that the heads of the crank pins have at least 1/16 
inch clearance from the lock nuts on the trunnion screws when the pin and vane 
shaft are shifted so as to make this clearance minimum and the pins securely 
locked at the split ends so that this clearance cannot be reduced. The operating 
arms must swing perfectly free without any tendency to bind. 
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2. CONTACTS 

A. General Instructions 

All adjustments of contacts should be made by bending the brass support 
member with the bending tool applied between the rivets that fasten the contact 
spring to it. Because of the effect of the weight of the contact tips all checks of 
contact adjustment should be made with the relay in the normal upright position. 

The contact surfaces should not be disturbed unless they have been burned 
or pitted. If the contact surfaces must be redressed, a minimum amount of 
material should be removed with a #6 pillar file, or finer, followed by the use 
of metallographic paper to remove file marks. Dust from the carbon tips should 
then be removed by pulling through the closed contacts a piece of course llntless 
bond paper wider than the contacts. A coated, or glossy, paper should not be 
used, and the edges or ends should not be pulled through the contacts to prevent 
particles of paper being left in the contact area. 

The bakelite contact spring support blocks are held in the base by screws 
from the rear side of the base. These screws should be securely tightened. 

All front and back contact springs should be adjusted to have an initial pres
sure of 0. 25 ounce. On the back contact springs, a weight ·of this size applied 
at the center of the contact tip should just barely move the flexible bronze spring 
away from the curved stop member. The stop member should be bent if necessary, 
not the spring, in obtaining this adjustment. In order to make this check on the 
front contact springs, using a weight, the spring assembly will have to be checked 
in the inverted position and the weight should be reduced to 0.15 ounce to com
pensate for the weight of the carbon contact tip. 

B. Heel Contact Springs 

The design of heel contact provides ·a flexible hinge arrangement with a rigid 
assembly on the outer part of the member. The thin center spring should be 
straight and the upper and lower pressure plates should both bear against the 
spacing rivet. This heel spring assembly should deflect through its full motion 
with very slight pressure from the operating arm. The heel spring has to be 
handled carefully in order not to distort the thin center member. 

The heel springs should be adjustedso that with the relay held with the base 
horizontal and the contact springs pointing downward the heel spring will take a 
free position when not connected to the operating arm without appreciable bias 
either toward the front or back contacts. 

C. Assembly of Operating Arms 

The operating pins and bushings should be assembled and pushed into the 
clips on the heel contact springs. These clips should have moderate tension to 
hold the bushings in place once they are assembled. The operating arms should 
then be pushed sideways each direction to move the heel spring bushings to pro- · 
vide clearance for the operating arm. 

D. Adjustment of Contacts on the Assembled Relay 

The normal contact adjustment provides 0. 031" compression of the front 
contacts with the vane just touching the upper roller stop, O. 025" compression 
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of the back contacts when the \'ane just touches the lower roller stop, and 0. 025" 
opening of the back contacts with the fronts just barely closed. This adjustment 
can be obtained by first setting the front contacts to have O. 050" opening with the 
vane resting against the lower roller stop, then adjusting the back contacts so 
that they have 0. 025" opening with the fronts just barely clo5ed. When the vane 
is up against the upper roller stop, the opening of the back contacts should check 
approximately 0. 055", and as a further check each front co::tact spring should 
have approximately O. 012" opening from its stop spring. When the vane is touch
ing the lower roller stop, each back contact spring should siluilarly have approxi
. mately O. OlO"opening from its stop spring. 

3. FINAL TESTS 

. A. Test for Balanced Magnetic Circuit 

With the relay standing on its back so that the vane hangs down with front and 
back contacts open, apply normal voltage and frequency to the local winding. 
There should not be any appreciable movement of the vane, particularly no ten-: 
dency to close the front contacts. 

B. Track relays should be tested from a single-phase source of the proper 
frequency and local voltage in accordance with Figs. 17, 18, 19, or 20, U-5036. 
In shop tests of newly overhauled relays, it should be possible to meet the nom
inal values for pick-up and full stroke within± 5%,- Release value lower than 
shown, as percentage of the actual pick-up obtained indicates excessive friction 
in the armature pivots, the vane crank connections, or in the contact operating 
arms, which should be corrected. 

The values for vane torque given in the tables refer to the counterweight 
torque needed to just balance the vane so that the front contacts just barely close 
when the relay is in the normal mounted position without current in the windings, 
and the case is tapped lightly. Adjustable torque arm UN1'11156, Dwg. 9672 -
Sh. 202, Fig. 10, U-5036, is used for this check. Unless the adjustment of the 
counterweight nut or the heel contact springs has been changed, or the operating 
values are not met, this check will not ordinarily have to be made. In general, 
it is permissible for the torque to be more than the value r.hown, provided the 
operating values are correct. 

4. ASSEMBLY OF CASE 

The gasket is fastened to the base by rubber cement, U.S. & S. Spec. #2520, 
applied to the bakelite base. 

The metal bushings that fitinsidethe holesfor the screws that holdthehandle 
and case must project above the bosses on the glass case. The soft rubber wash
ers should be applied to these bushings so that. the surface of the rubber is 1/32 
to 3/64 inch above the end of the bushing. This compressionof the rubber wash-

. ers controls the pressure of the case against the base insuring a tight seal with
out excessive strain. 
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